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CURRICULUM / SYLLABUS
This program is aimed at training candidates for the job of a “Multifunctional Administrative Executive”,
in the “Management, Entrepreneurship and Professional Skills” Sector/Industry and aims at building
the following key competencies amongst the learner
Program Name

Multifunctional Administrative Executive

Qualification Pack Name
& Reference ID.

MEP/Q0205, v1.0

Version No.

1.0

Pre-requisites to
Training
Training Outcomes

12th standard passed or equivalent
2-years experience of working in any office
After completing this programme, participants will be able to:
 Ensure up-keep of office premises and smooth operation of
office facilities.
 Manage vendors for procurement of office supplies and
services.
 Maintain and issue office stationery and supplies.
 Maintain office related records and documentation.
 Organise for local transport and out-station ticketing for staff in
co-ordination with travel vendor.
 Organize for readiness of meeting rooms and venues for office
meetings and events.
 Co-ordinate incoming and outgoing mail.
 Use computers to store, retrieve and communicate information.
 Apply health and safety practices at the workplace.
 Communicate with clients, visitors and colleagues effectively.

Multifunctional Administrative Executive

Version Update Date

04/07/2018
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This course encompasses 10 out of 10 National Occupational Standards (NOS) of “Multifunctional
Administrative Executive” Qualification Pack issued by “Management, Entrepreneurship and
Professional Skills Council”.
Sr.
No.
1

Module

Key Learning Outcomes

Introduction



Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
04:00




Practical
Duration
(hh:mm)
00:00
Corresponding
NOS Code
Bridge Module






2

Ensure up-keep
of office
premises and
smooth
operation of
office facilities
Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
8:00
Practical
Duration
(hh:mm)
18:00
Corresponding
NOS Code
MEP/N0217

















Multifunctional Administrative Executive

Explain the layout and facilities in a typical office
premises and its cleaning requirements.
Explain various functions in an organisation and the
role administration and human resources functions
play as part of that.
Describe
reporting
structures,
inter-dependent
functions and lines in the work area.
State the types of organisational procedures for
ensuring adequate stock of housekeeping supplies;
on-boarding and orientation of housekeeping staff.
State the various facilities provided by an organisation
for the welfare of their employees and visitors.
Explain the need of administrative records, files and
logs to be maintained as per organisational
procedures.
Describe own job role and responsibilities and sources
for information pertaining to employment terms,
entitlements, etc.
Explain the importance of maintaining cleanliness and
hygiene in an office.
Explain the various types of housekeeping
requirements of the office.
Describe the various facilities provided to visitors and
staff in an office.
Explain the concept of up-time and up-keep
requirements for various facilities.
Identify workplace procedures for up-keep of the
allocated area.
Ensure cleanliness of office premises by co-ordinating
with housekeeping staff.
Identify specific requirements for housekeeping
activities in different parts of the office area.
Explain the role of various personnel in maintaining
cleanliness and hygiene such as own role, role of
housekeeping staff, role of office staff, role of
management, etc.
Identify housekeeping staff requirement based on the
office infrastructure as well as in discussion with
management.
Organise for adequate housekeeping staff in line with
organisational policy for housekeeping staff.
Explain on-boarding and orientation formalities for
housekeeping staff, its need, composition and delivery
requirements.
Complete verification, on-boarding and orientation
formalities for housekeeping staff.
Provide instructions to housekeeping staff with
regards to work as well acceptable behaviour
standards in the organisation.
Allocate staff and brief them on duties, relevant
procedures and any variations relating to their work

Equipment
Required
Training Kit
(PowerPoint,
Trainer
Guide)

Training Kit
(PowerPoint,
Trainer
Guide),
housekeeping
equipment,
health and
safety
guidelines
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Key Learning Outcomes



















3

Manage vendors
for procurement
of office
supplies and
services





Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
12:00



Practical
Multifunctional Administrative Executive

routines.
Conduct
checks
to
ensure
housekeeping
requirements of the office are met.
Provide feedback to housekeeping staff for areas of
improvement.
Ensure adequate stock of housekeeping supplies as
per organisational procedures.
Maintain attendance and leave records of the
housekeeping staff.
Ensure adequacy of house-keeping staff as per
organisation's requirement.
Identify various office facilities under own
responsibility.
Obtain office norms for up-time and up-keep
requirements for various facilities.
Conduct check in entire office premises to identify any
facility that is not working as it should as per office
norms.
Explain
the
various
common
maintenance
requirements in offices such as electric works, air
conditioning, plumbing, masonry work, carpentry,
painting, etc.
Conduct checks for repair or maintenance
requirements in the office with respect to electric
works, plumbing, masonry work, carpentry, etc.
Log all maintenance requirements as per
organisational procedures.
Co-ordinate with the service provider for repair or
maintenance work to ensure minimum downtime.
Explain the common office facilities and their
consumables that require replenishment.
Ensure availability and replenishment of adequate
consumables for various office facilities as per
organisational procedures.
Consumables: paper in photocopier and printer; premix mixture in tea coffee vending machine; soap,
tissue/toilet paper and water supply in washrooms;
clean/disposable glasses, mugs and covers for
drinking water and tea/coffee; etc.
Explain the relevant health and safety procedures and
guidelines concerning housekeeping operations.
Explain the importance of regular monitoring and
instruction of the house keeping staff's work.
Explain how to maintain attendance and leave records
of the housekeeping staff.
Explain legislative and organisational procurement
guidelines.
Obtain requisition for goods or services from
authorised
persons
as
per
organisational
requisitioning process.
Identify goods or services required as well as the
quantity, quality and delivery schedule related
specifications.
Explain types of suppliers in the marketplace and how
to acquire their lists.

Equipment
Required

Training Kit
(PowerPoint,
Trainer
Guide),
sample
quotations,
sample
vendor
agreements

3

Sr.
No.

Module

Key Learning Outcomes

Duration
(hh:mm)
18:00



Corresponding
NOS Code
MEP/N0218


























Multifunctional Administrative Executive

Equipment
Required

Obtain organisational norms for vendor evaluation and
selection.
Collect information about suppliers providing the
desired supplies and materials in the market through
secondary research and contacts.
Explain indicators which assist in evaluation of
supplier and their supplies.
Indicators: price, quality, supply reliability, stock range,
delivery schedules, warranties and post-purchase
support, variation from supply specifications, ethics
and dependability, etc.
Select right supplier(s) for required supplies and
materials as per organisational policy.
Approach identified supplier(s), provide them quality /
brand specifications and quantity requirements of the
desired materials.
Get quotations from supplier(s) as per company policy
with required information.
Negotiate with supplier(s) on prices and supply time of
materials to get the best deal for the organisation.
Complete the documentation as per the organisational
procedures.
State requirement to vendor and request for quotation.
Negotiate rates to ensure best price for required
specification of goods or services.
Prepare a comparative costing and terms and
conditions of the vendors.
Evaluate suppliers using organisational criteria in
order to identify supplier(s) that best meet
requirements.
Describe procurement approval procedures and their
purpose.
Obtain approval for selected supplier from authorised
signatory.
Agree with the contractual terms with selected
supplier(s).
Obtain
vendor
registration
information
and
documentation from the vendor as per organisational
norms.
Register the vendor in co-ordination with finance team
as per organisational norms.
Release purchase order for procurement of the
required goods or services to the supplier in coordination with the finance department.
Assess the quality of goods and services supplied
against specifications.
Chase up late or incorrect orders with suppliers.
Determine and document non-compliance and
implement corrective action within the terms of
contractual arrangements.
Manage relationships with suppliers to support
effective delivery according to workplace procedures.
Review and renegotiate vendor agreements as
required to ensure timely delivery and cost-effective
supply of quality goods and services.
4

Sr.
No.

Module

Key Learning Outcomes









4

Maintain and
issue office
stationery and
supplies



Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
8:00



Practical
Duration
(hh:mm)
12:00
Corresponding
NOS Code
MEP/N0219


















Multifunctional Administrative Executive

Obtain invoice or bill of purchases from vendor after
the delivery of goods or services.
Check the invoice or bill to ensure it is correct as per
the agreed terms of contract.
Forward for processing for payment while ensuring all
organisational processes are followed.
Co-ordinate between vendor and finance department
for timely release of payment to the vendor.
Attend promptly and politely to any queries or
complaints from the vendors as per organisational
policies.
Explain the common use arrangements that may be in
place in an organisation.
Explain financial accountability requirements from an
organisation and its staff.
Explain probity and ethical issues in procurement and
related processing.
Receive and store stationery and supplies as per
organisational guidelines in a safe, secure hygienic
manner.
Explain common guidelines for safe, secure and
hygienic storage.
Explain the concept of first-in, first-out and its
importance.
Explain the concept of re-order levels.
Organise the stored supplies to ensure that they are
easily retrievable and can be withdrawn on a first infirst out basis.
Make accurate entries of stock received and stored in
the stock register maintained physically as well as
using computer applications.
Maintain the requirements of storage and security.
Explain how to carry out a stock check of stationery.
Carry out stock checks in accordance with
organisational policies and procedures.
Receive and record request for issuing of stationery
and supplies.
Issue stationery and supplies in accordance with
organisational requirements.
Maintain up-to-date records of stock issued, against
available in storage in the stock register.
File acknowledgement of receipt of stationery or
supply issues securely.
Explain how to calculate quantities of stationery and
supplies to be ordered.
State the factors to consider when ordering stationery
such as price, availability, delivery date(s), discount on
bulk ordering, choice, one supplier or two.
Monitor stocks of stationery and supplies levels to
identify when to re-order as per re-order levels
established by organisation.
Raise requisition promptly when re-order levels are
reached following organisational process laid out for
the same.
Deal with unwanted or damaged stationery and

Equipment
Required

Training kit
(Trainer
guide,
PowerPoint),
safety
guidelines,
sample stock
register,
inventory
register
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5

Maintain office
related records
and
documentation



Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
6:00



Practical
Duration
(hh:mm)
9:00



Corresponding
NOS Code
MEP/N0220









6

Organise for
local transport
and out-station
ticketing for staff
in co-ordination
with travel
vendor
Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
12:00
Practical
Duration
(hh:mm)
18:00
Corresponding
NOS Code
MEP/N0221












Multifunctional Administrative Executive

supplies safely and as per organisational guidelines.
Explain how to dispose of or recycle waste.
Describe the types of problems that may occur with
deliveries and stock items.
Explain how to deal with problems that occur with
deliveries and stock items.
Explain the benefits and limitations of different
potential
suppliers,
against
organisational
requirements.
Maintain list of contact details of staff, service
providers, suppliers and emergency services.
Maintain staff birthday's, list of holidays as well as
important dates for the whole organisation and share
with staff.
Maintain filing system for essential correspondences,
vendor rate cards/contracts, office administration
related documents and specific documentation given
by authorised persons for filing.
Seek clarification and confirmation from work
supervisor, when necessary, to ensure the work is
correctly documented.
Ensure that documents and information can be
retrieve from the filing system smoothly and easily.
Retrieve and replace documents from the files when
required without disturbing the proper order of the
filing system.
Maintain a record of all the files being maintained and
take inventory periodically to ensure that all the files
are accounted for.
Take measures to ensure that the documents are
safety stored and secured in a risk-free environment.
Confirm purpose and requirements of local or
outstation travel including planned itinerary, budget,
meeting requirements and traveller preferences.
Prepare travel plan and schedule in the format agreed
on with the approved travel agent or vendor and share
the information.
Receive travel mode options along with detailed
schedule and costing for each from the travel agent or
vendor.
Share the travel mode options, schedule and costing
with authorised personnel for approval.
Make bookings in accordance with organisational
policies and procedures for business travel.
Identify and arrange for travel documents in
accordance with itinerary and individual requirements.
Confirm and check travel arrangements and dispatch
confirmation documents to the traveller within
designated timelines.
Negotiate and confirm alternative arrangements in
response to changed requirements.
Record travel details and itinerary in accordance with
organisational requirements.
Tally invoiced items for payment received from travel
agent or vendor with actual travel request records and

Equipment
Required

Training Kit
(PowerPoint,
Trainer
Guide)

Training kit
(Trainer
guide,
PowerPoint),
travel plan
format
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Sr.
No.
7

Module

Key Learning Outcomes

Organize for
readiness of
meeting rooms
and venues for
office meetings
and events



Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
8:00



Practical
Duration
(hh:mm)
12:00
Corresponding
NOS Code
MEP/N0222

























Multifunctional Administrative Executive

approve for payment.
Identify meeting related specifications such as
location, no. of participants expected, budget
available, seating arrangements, facilities required
from the authorised personnel.
Identify venues available that match the specifications
Share venue options that meet specifications with
authorised person for selection and approval.
Follow organisation protocol for registering and
engaging vendor for the venue.
Book venue in advance and send venue conformation
and details to invitees.
Provide instructions to vendor for facilities required for
the meeting such as ICT equipment, pantry services,
seating arrangement, etc.
Contact various service providers like pantry service,
logistic service, IT service, electrician for lights/ac, etc.
About the program schedule and let them know
requirements for meeting in advance.
Organise for stationery and documents needed for the
meeting in time as per instructions received.
Inspect the meeting venue before the start of the
meeting to ensure at the requirements as specified
are available.
Ensure meeting venue is risk free and equipped with
necessary health and safety resources like fire
extinguishers, safety signage, clean toilets, security
arrangements, etc.
Confirm overall arrangements with relevant personnel
co-ordinating the meeting.
Co-ordinate between meeting personnel and service
providers to ensure smooth delivery of all facilities as
required and organising of additional requirements
that arise.
Obtain feedback from the relevant personnel coordinating the meeting after the meeting is completed.
Common telecommunications systems and how to
use them to take, forward and hold incoming calls as
well as make calls.
Speak clearly and slowly and adapt your speech to
meet the individual needs of your customer.
State the importance of speaking clearly and slowly
when dealing with customers by telephone.
State ways in which one can adapt their speech to
meet the needs of customers effectively and why it is
important to do so.
Listen carefully when collecting information from the
caller.
Select the information to be recorded and stored
following organisation’s guidelines.
Explain telephone etiquette and its various
components in official or professional settings.
Explain impact of body language and activities while
communicating on the telephone.
Give clear and concise information in response to

Equipment
Required
Training kit
(Trainer
guide,
PowerPoint)
ICT
equipment
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Sr.
No.

Module

Key Learning Outcomes















8

Co-ordinate
incoming and
outgoing mail



Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
6:00

Practical
Duration
(hh:mm)
9:00
Corresponding
NOS Code
MEP/N0215








Multifunctional Administrative Executive

questions or requests and in line with established
organisational guidelines.
Take permission before putting someone on hold
when discussing action with others or calling a
colleague.
Explain the purpose and importance of keeping the
person on the phone informed of wait time and actions
being taken, if they are on hold during a call.
Summarize the outcome of the call and any actions
that are required to be taken.
Check for the caller’s agreement with proposed
course of action.
Explain the importance of not talking across an open
line.
Complete any follow up actions agreed during the call.
Explain what type of information is important to note
down during or after telephone conversations.
Take a clear message for passing on to staff if unable
to forward the call.
State common errors and their causes while taking
messages over the phone.
State steps that can be taken to minimise the chance
of taking an erroneous message over the phone.
State details that must be taken while taking a
message for someone over the phone.
Ensure follow-up calls are made as per commitment to
callers.
Explain how to identify, handle and escalate abusive
callers, suspicious callers, threatening callers,
distressed callers as well as VIP callers effectively.
List the various types of mail and packages that need
to be handled in an organisation including incoming
and outgoing; registered, parcel, courier; personal,
official; without proper addressee, suspicious;
documents, packages; perishables, non-perishables;
handle with care and fragile, heavy; public
notifications, confidential documents, etc.
Ensure receipt of incoming mail by completing the
necessary procedure of the mail deliverer in line will
organisational guidelines.
Identify which department or personnel the mail is for
Record details of the incoming mail as per
organisational procedure in a register or using a
computer.
Segregate incoming mail or packages based on which
department or personnel it is for and other details like
weight, type if package, etc.
Identify and dispose of unwanted ‘junk’ mail after
taking necessary approvals as per organisational
guidelines.
Organise for the distribution or handover of the
incoming mail or packages as per organisational
process.
Check for confirmation of receipt as per organisational
guidelines via registers or through computer systems.

Equipment
Required

Training Kit
(PowerPoint,
Trainer
Guide),
packing
material

8

Sr.
No.

Module

Key Learning Outcomes


























Multifunctional Administrative Executive

Equipment
Required

Follow the correct procedures of escalation when
there are problems with incoming mail.
Collect and sort outgoing mail or packages as per
urgency, local/outstation, weight and type or packet,
etc.
Identify best options for dispatching mail in line with
organisational process.
Arrange for courier service to collect outgoing mail or
packages where requested.
Prepare items for urgent or special delivery.
Calculate correct postage charges for outgoing mail or
packages.
Explain the methods of calculating postage charges
for mail or packages, e.g. Franking, stamping, using
on- line postage system.
Record details of the outgoing mail as per
organisational process in a register or using a
computer such as date and time of dispatch, from, to,
mode of dispatch, postage costs, proof of dispatch
details, etc.
Ensure despatch outgoing mail or packages on time.
Follow the correct procedures when there are
problems with outgoing mail.
Ensure that mail is protected from any potentially
harmful conditions.
State different types of packaging used with different
types of mail, its purpose and importance.
Explain the damage that can be caused to packaging
from different mail handling processes.
State the different types of containers that can be
used with specific types of mail.
Explain the different storage conditions for various
types of mail, and the importance of ensuring that
suitable conditions for storage are used for these.
Explain potentially harmful conditions for storage of
different types of mail.
Maintain the required levels of confidentiality of people
sending or receiving mail items.
State the importance of confidentiality while handling
mail and relevant organisational policies that exist on
confidentiality.
Explain data protection and various related
considerations to avoid problems and issues related to
it.
Identify and respond appropriately to any handling
problems with the mail.
State various types of problems that can be
encountered while handling mail.
Explain various methods to deal with different
problems that occur while handling mail.
Explain various safety and security risks related to
handling mail.
Explain effective methods to deal with suspicious or
dangerous mail items.
Identify, report and take appropriate action for any
9

Sr.
No.

Module

Key Learning Outcomes



9

Use computers
to store, retrieve
and
communicate
information



Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
12:00



Practical
Duration
(hh:mm)
18:00
Corresponding
NOS Code
MEP/N0216























Multifunctional Administrative Executive

suspicious or dangerous mail items in line with
organisational guidelines.
State the purpose and importance of distributing and
dispatching mail to the correct recipient within agreed
timescales.
State requirements of equipment to handle, lift, and
transfer different types of mail or packages
Explain the main components of a computer and howto setup a computer.
Setup main components of a computer correctly and
start it correctly, in a safe manner.
Operate the computer to access data and information
on it and through it as per authorised privileges.
List various operating systems commonly used by
organisations for their computers.
Start, operate and navigate computers using common
operating systems such as Windows, Linux and Mac
OS.
Identify the operating system, information storage
system and applications/software used for data
storage and retrieval.
Navigate computer drives, directories, folders and
software applications to access specified file locations.
Search for specified file types, files and data within the
files using “search” option.
Access specified data or information using specified
organisational application software.
List various application software used in organisations
to store, retrieve and communicate information.
Follow the organisational access control and data
security policies to access data and information.
Explain the various data storages accessible through
computers.
List the common information storage systems used for
storage and retrieval of data.
Input, edit and save specified data or information in
the form of letter, report or table using word-processor
application.
Explain basic letter and report components, formats
and writing guidelines.
State the process and features that allow for data
entry, editing, storage, designing, formatting,
referencing and reviewing activities in a wordprocesser application.
Perform basic designing, formatting, referencing and
reviewing activities in a word-processer application as
specified for the presentation of information.
State the process and various features that allow for
data entry, editing and storage, calculation, formatting,
organising and presenting tools and techniques using
spreadsheet application.
Input, edit and save specified data or information
using spreadsheet application.
Use basic formulas and data tools and techniques for
presenting the data as specified using spreadsheet

Equipment
Required

Training Kit
(PowerPoint,
Trainer
Guide),
computer
systems
–
latest
configuration,
printer
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Sr.
No.

Module

Key Learning Outcomes

























Multifunctional Administrative Executive

Equipment
Required

application.
Search for information using the internet and save in
the computer following organisational guidelines and
data security norms.
State various ways in which one can search for
information using the internet.
Follow organisational policy for naming stored files,
maintaining backups and version control.
Share information as per organisational data security
and confidentiality policy.
State the process and feature that allow for create
simple and professional looking presentations using
presentation software.
Share information using presentation software as per
specifications.
List the various types of printers and their features.
Explain guidelines for using a printer safely and
efficiently without causing it damage.
State the process to use printers connected to
computers to obtain printouts of files or information in
files.
Use different settings in printers for various types of
output.
Share information from computers using printed
letters, reports or data sheets as specified.
Communicate information using email applications as
per organisational access control policy while
following data security norms.
List various email applications used in organisations.
State the importance of following official protocols and
only using authorised email applications and accounts
for communicating at work.
Write emails following professional email etiquettes
and organisational guidelines.
Explain professional email etiquette and its various
elements.
Explain why it is important to follow professional email
etiquette while writing emails for all purposes and to
all types of audiences.
Explain the various electrical safety precautions one
should follow while using computers and related
equipment which use electricity to run.
Follow electrical safety precautions while using
computers which use electricity to run.
Explain what is ergonomics and its importance.
Explain ergonomic guidelines specified for working on
computers and other similar devices.
Follow ergonomic guidelines specified for working on
computers at all times during work.
Follow cyber security guidelines while storing,
retrieving or communicating information online
(through the internet).
Seek assistance of IT helpdesk available as per
organisational policy in case of computer related
problems.
11

Sr.
No.

Module

Key Learning Outcomes



10

Workplace
safety




Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
4:00



Practical
Duration
(hh:mm)
6:00



Corresponding
NOS Code
MEP/N9903
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Fire safety



Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
4:00




Practical
Duration
(hh:mm)
Multifunctional Administrative Executive

State cyber security guidelines to be followed while
storing, retrieving or communicating information online
(through the internet) and its importance.
Explain methods to deal with computer related
problems.
Explain the meaning of “hazards” and “risks”.
State the health and safety hazards commonly
present in the work environment and related
precautions.
Explain possible causes of risk, hazard or accident in
the workplace which include physical actions;
inattention; sickness and incapacity (e.g. due to
drunkenness); health hazards (e.g. due to untreated
injuries and contagious illness).
Explain the methods of accident prevention such as
training in health and safety procedures; using health
and safety procedures; use of equipment and working
practices (such as safe carrying procedures); safety
notices, advice; instruction from colleagues and
supervisors.
State safe working practices when working with tools
and machines.
State safe working practices while working at various
hazardous sites.
State where to find all the general health and safety
equipment in the workplace.
Identify, control and report health and safety issues
relating to immediate work environment according to
procedures.
Work safely and apply health and safety practices in
the training and assessment environment including
using appropriate personal protective equipment
(PPE) where required.
Explain the importance of using protective
clothing/equipment while working.
Follow procedures and instructions for dealing with
hazards, within the scope of responsibilities and
competencies.
Document and report all hazards, accidents and nearmiss incidents as per set process.
Document safety records according to organisational
policies.
Maintain the work area in a clean and tidy condition.
Maintain personal hygiene.
Report hygiene related concerns promptly to the
relevant authority.
Use the various appropriate fire extinguishers on
different types of fires correctly which includes class
A, B, C and D.
Demonstrate rescue techniques applied during fire
hazard.
Explain the precautionary activities to prevent the fire
accident.
List various causes of fire such as heating of metal;
spontaneous ignition; sparking; electrical heating;

Equipment
Required

Training Kit
(PowerPoint,
Trainer
Guide),
general
Personal
Protective
Equipment,
safety
instruction
charts

Training Kit
(PowerPoint,
Trainer
Guide)
Class A, B,
C, and D Fire
extinguisher

12

Sr.
No.

Module

Key Learning Outcomes

6:00
Corresponding
NOS Code
MEP/N9903







12

Emergency,
Rescue and First
Aid
Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
4:00
Practical
Duration
(hh:mm)
6:00
Corresponding
NOS Code
MEP/N9903
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loose fires (smoking, welding, etc.); chemical fires;
etc.
Describe the techniques of using the different fire
extinguishers.
State the different methods of extinguishing fire.
State the different materials used for extinguishing fire
such as sand, water, foam, CO2, dry powder.
Explain rescue techniques applied during a fire
hazard.
Demonstrate good housekeeping in order to prevent
fire hazards.
Demonstrate the correct use of a fire extinguisher.
Explain the various dangers associated with the use of
electrical equipment.
Demonstrate how to free a person from electrocution.
Administer appropriate first aid to victims wherever
required e.g. In case of bleeding, burns, choking,
electric shock, poisoning etc.
Demonstrate basic techniques of bandaging.
Respond promptly and appropriately to an accident
situation or medical emergency in real or simulated
environments.
Perform and organize loss minimization or rescue
activity during an accident in real or simulated
environments.
Administer first aid to victims in case of a heart attack
or cardiac arrest due to electric shock, before the
arrival of emergency services in real or simulated
cases.
Describe the appropriate basic first aid treatment
relevant to the condition eg. Shock, electrical shock,
bleeding, fractures, minor burns, resuscitation,
poisoning, eye injuries.
Demonstrate the artificial respiration and the CPR
process.
Participate in emergency procedures which include
raising alarm, safe/efficient, evacuation, correct
means of escape, correct assembly point, roll call,
correct return to work.
Complete a written accident/incident report or dictate
a report to another person and send report to person
responsible.
Demonstrate correct method to move injured people
and others during an emergency.
Explain the preventative and remedial actions to be
taken in the case of exposure to toxic materials.
Explain the various types of safety signs and what
they mean.
State the content of written accident report and its
purpose.
State potential injuries and ill health associated with
incorrect manual handing.
State safe lifting and carrying practices.
Explain personal safety, health and dignity issues
relating to the movement of a person by others.

Equipment
Required

Training Kit
(PowerPoint,
Trainer
Guide)
First aid kit
with
all
necessary
contents,
sample
accident and
incident
reports,
ventilation
masks, safety
instruction
charts

13

Sr.
No.

Module

Key Learning Outcomes


13

Communicating
with Colleagues
(Seniors, Peers
and
Subordinates)



Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
6:00



Practical
Duration
(hh:mm)
8:00
Corresponding
NOS Code
MEP/N9914


























Multifunctional Administrative Executive

State the potential impact to a person who is moved
incorrectly.
Seek and obtain clarification about job related
requirements, performance indicators and incentives
from reporting superior.
Record and report work output, exceptions and any
anticipated reasons for delays to supervisor as per
organisational requirements.
Seek and receive feedback on performance output
and quality.
Accurately receive information and instructions from
colleagues getting clarification where required.
Accurately pass on information to authorized persons
who require it and within agreed timescale and
confirm its receipt.
Give information to others clearly, at a pace and in a
manner that helps them to understand.
State the common reasons for interpersonal conflict.
Explain the importance of developing effective working
relationships for professional success.
Describe how to express and address grievances
appropriately and effectively.
Explain the importance and ways of managing
interpersonal conflict effectively.
Explain the importance of dealing with grievances
effectively and in time.
Escalate grievances and problems to appropriate
authority as per procedure to resolve them and avoid
conflict.
Explain the importance of teamwork in organizational
and individual success.
Display helpful behaviour by assisting others in
performing tasks in a positive manner, where required
and possible.
Consult with and assist others to maximize
effectiveness and efficiency in carrying out tasks.
State the various components of effective
communication.
Explain the importance of effective communication in
the workplace.
Display appropriate communication etiquette while
working such as do not use abusive language; use
appropriate titles and terms of respect; do not eat or
chew while talking (vice versa) etc.
Explain the key elements of active listening.
Display active listening skills while interacting with
others at work.
Explain the value and importance of active listening
and assertive communication.
Explain the barriers to effective communication.
Explain the importance of tone and pitch in effective
communication and how to use it.
Use appropriate tone, pitch and language to convey
politeness, assertiveness, care and professionalism.
Demonstrate responsible and disciplined behaviours

Equipment
Required

Training Kit
(PowerPoint,
Trainer
Guide)

14

Sr.
No.

14

Module

Communicating
with Clients and
Visitors
Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
6:00

Practical
Duration
(hh:mm)
10:00
Corresponding
NOS Code
MEP/N9914

Total Duration
Theory Duration
100:00
Practical
Duration

Key Learning Outcomes

Equipment
Required

at the workplace such as punctuality; completing tasks
as per given time and standards; not gossiping and
idling time; honesty, etc.
 Interact with colleagues from different functions clearly
and effectively on all aspects to carry out the work
among the team and understand the nature of their
work.
 Explain the importance of avoiding casual expletives
and unpleasant terms while communicating in
professional circles.
 Describe how poor communication practices can
disturb people, environment and cause problems for
the employee, the employer and the customer.
 Explain the importance of ethics for professional
success.
 Explain the importance of discipline for professional
success.
 State what constitutes disciplined behaviour for a
working professional
 Meet and greet visitors promptly, treating them politely Training Kit
(PowerPoint,
and making them feel welcome.
 Ask questions politely to the visitors in order to identify Trainer
Guide)
them and their needs.
 Provide clear and accurate information visitors as per
their requirement, while following organisation policies
for information access and confidentiality.
 Communicate with the visitors in a polite, professional
and friendly manner.
 Listen actively in a two-way communication.
 Be sensitive to the gender, cultural and social
differences such as modes of greeting, formality, etc.
 State the various categories of people that one is
required to communicate and coordinate within the
organization.
 Identify customer
dissatisfaction,
reason
for
dissatisfaction and address to their complaints
effectively.
 Ensure to maintain a proper body language, dress
code, gestures and etiquettes towards the customers.
 Allow the visitors to complete what they have to say
without interrupting them while they talk.
 Ensure to avoid negative questions and statements to
the customers.
 Inform the customers on any issues or problems
before hand and on the developments involving them.
 Ensure to respond back to the customer immediately
for their voice messages, e-mails, etc.
 Seek feedback from the visitors on their experience.
Unique Equipment Required:
Training Kit (PowerPoint, Trainer Guide), housekeeping equipment, health
and safety guidelines, sample quotations, sample vendor agreements,
sample stock register, inventory register, travel plan format, ICT
equipment, identity cards, proof documents, visitor’s register, VIP
movement register, incoming and outgoing mail register, small weighing
machine, safety instructions charts, charts for safe working practices, Fire
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Sr.
No.

Module

Key Learning Outcomes

150:00

safety chart, Fire extinguisher

Equipment
Required

Grand Total Course Duration: 250 Hours, 0 Minutes
(This syllabus/ curriculum has been approved by Management, Entrepreneurship and
Professional Skills Council)
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Trainer Prerequisites for Job role: “Multifunctional Administrative
Executive” mapped to Qualification Pack: “ MEP/Q0205 v1.0”
Sr.
No.
1

Area

Details

Description

The trainer is required to impart knowledge and skill training to the
candidates taking the role of a Multifunctional Administrative Executive.
The individual must be well groomed, attentive, multi-task and handle
pressure, have good communication skills and attention to detail, respect
confidentiality, have a positive attitude and dependability.
Graduate or equivalent, Certification in Instruction Design is preferable

2

Personal
Attributes

3

Minimum
Educational
Qualifications
Domain
Certification
Platform
Certification

4a
4b

5

Experience

Certified for Job Role: “Multifunctional Administrative Executive” mapped to
QP: “MEP/Q0205, v1.0”. Minimum accepted score is 80%
Recommended that the Trainer is certified for the Job Role: “Trainer”,
mapped to the Qualification Pack: “MEP/Q2601”. Minimum accepted pass
percentage as per respective SSC guidelines is 80%.
 3-4 years of industry experience as Executive Admin
 3-4 years of teaching experience
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Annexure: Assessment Criteria

Criteria For Assessment Of Trainees
Job Role: Multifunctional Administrative Executive
Qualification Pack: MEP/Q0205, V1.0
Sector Skill Council: Management & Entrepreneurship and Professional Skills Council
Guidelines for Assessment:
1. Criteria for assessment for each Qualification Pack will be created by the Sector Skill Council. Each
Performance Criteria (PC) will be assigned marks proportional to its importance in NOS. SSC will also lay down
proportion of marks for Theory and Skills Practical for each PC.
2. The assessment for the theory part will be based on knowledge bank of questions created by the SSC.
3. Individual assessment agencies will create unique question papers for theory part for each candidate at each
examination/training center (as per assessment criteria below.)
4. Individual assessment agencies will create unique evaluations for skill practical for every student at
each examination/ training center based on these criteria.
5. To pass the Qualification Pack, every trainee should score a minimum of 70% in every NOS.
6. In case of successfully passing only certain number of NOSs, the trainee is eligible to take subsequent
assessment on the balance NOS's to pass the Qualification Pack.
7. In case of unsuccessful completion, the trainee may seek reassessment on the Qualification Pack

Compulsory NOS

Marks Allocation

Total Marks: 1000
Assessment
outcomes

Assessment Criteria for outcomes

MEP/N0217 Ensure
up-keep of office
premises
and
facilities

PC1. identify workplace procedures for upkeep for the allocated area

Out
of

Theory

Skills
Practical

5

2

3

PC2. ensure cleanliness of office premises by
co-ordinating with housekeeping staff

6

2

4

PC3. identify specific requirements for
housekeeping activities in different parts of
the office area
PC4. identify housekeeping staff requirement
based on the office infrastructure as well as
in discussion with management and organise
for the same
PC5. complete verification, on-boarding and
orientation formalities for housekeeping staff

6

2

4

6

2

4

6

2

4
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Total
Mark
s
100

18

MEP/N0218 Manage
vendors
for
procurement of office
supplies and services

PC6. provide instructions to housekeeping
staff with regards to work as well acceptable
behaviour standards in the organisation

6

2

4

PC7. allocate staff and brief them on duties,
relevant procedures and any variations
relating to their work routines
PC8. conduct checks to ensure housekeeping
requirements of the office are met

6

2

4

6

2

4

PC9. provide feedback to housekeeping staff
for areas of improvement

5

2

3

PC10.
ensure
adequate
stock
of
housekeeping supplies as per organisational
procedures
PC11. maintain attendance and leave records
of the housekeeping staff

5

2

3

5

2

3

PC12. identify various office facilities under
own responsibility
PC13. obtain office norms for up-time and
up-keep requirements for various facilities

5

2

3

5

2

3

PC14. conduct check in entire office premises
to identify any facility that is not working as it
should as per office norms
PC15. organise and commission repair or
maintenance works to address requirements
in the office with respect to electric works,
plumbing, masonry work, carpentry, etc.
PC16. log all maintenance requirements as
per organisational procedures

6

2

4

6

2

4

5

2

3

PC17. co-ordinate with the service provider
for repair or maintenance work to ensure
minimum downtime
PC18. ensure availability and replenishment
of adequate consumables for various office
facilities as per organisational procedures

6

2

4

5

2

3

Total

100

36

64

100

5

2

3

5

2

3

6

2

4

6

2

4

PC1. obtain requisition for goods or services
from
authorised
persons
as
per
organisational requisitioning process with
details of goods or services required including
quantity, quality and delivery schedule
related specifications
PC2. obtain organisational norms for vendor
evaluation and selection
PC3. source and collect information about
suppliers providing the desired supplies and
materials in the market through secondary
research and contacts
PC4. select right supplier(s) for required
supplies and materials as per organisational
policy using various criteria for selection
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PC5. obtain quotations from supplier(s) after
providing them quality / brand specifications
and quantity requirements of the desired
materials
PC6. negotiate with supplier(s) on prices and
supply time of materials to get the best deal
for the organisation
PC7. evaluate suppliers using organisational
criteria in order to identify supplier(s) that
best meet requirements by preparing a
comparative costing and terms and
conditions of the vendors
PC8. complete documentation for selection
for the supplier including contracts, internal
approvals, etc.
PC9. register the vendor in co-ordination with
finance team as per organisational norms
after
sourcing
vendor
registration
information and documentation from the
vendor
PC10.
release
purchase
order
for
procurement of the required goods or
services to the supplier in co-ordination with
the finance department
PC11. assess the quality of goods and services
supplied against specifications

6

2

4

6

2

4

6

2

4

6

2

4

6

2

4

5

2

3

5

2

3

PC12. chase up late or incorrect orders with
suppliers
PC13. determine and document noncompliance and implement corrective action
within the terms of contractual arrangements

5

2

3

5

2

3

PC14. manage relationships with suppliers to
support effective delivery according to
workplace procedures
PC15. review and renegotiate vendor
agreements as required to ensure timely
delivery and cost-effective supply of quality
goods and services
PC16. obtain and check invoice or bill of
purchases from vendor after the delivery of
goods or services, check to ensure it is
correct as per the agreed terms of contract
PC17. complete and forward documentation
for processing payments, while and coordinate between vendor and finance
department for timely release of payment to
the vendor

5

2

3

5

2

3

5

2

3

5

2

3

92

34

58

PC1. receive and store stationery and
supplies in a safe, secure hygienic manner

8

3

5

PC2. organise the stored supplies to ensure
that they are easily retrievable and can be
withdrawn on a first in- first out basis

8

3

5

Total
MEP/N0219 Maintain
and
issue
office
stationery
and
supplies
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MEP/N0220 Maintain
office related records
and documentation

PC3. make accurate entries of stock received
and stored in the stock register maintained
physically as well as using computer
applications
PC4. maintain the requirements of storage
and security
PC5. carry out stock checks, including
physical and document verification

8

3

5

8

3

5

8

3

5

PC6. receive and record request for issuing of
stationery and supplies

8

3

5

PC7. issue stationery and
accordance with requirements

in

8

3

5

PC8. maintain up-to-date records of stock
issued, against available in storage in the
stock register
PC9. file acknowledgement of receipt of
stationery or supply issues securely

8

3

5

9

4

5

PC10. monitor stocks of stationery and
supplies levels to identify when to re-order as
per re-order levels established by
organisation
PC11. raise requisition promptly when reorder levels are reached following
organisational process laid out for the same
PC12. deal with unwanted or damaged
stationery and supplies safely and as per
organisational guidelines

9

4

5

9

4

5

9

4

5

Total

100

40

60

100

12

5

7

12

4

8

PC3. maintain filing system for essential
correspondences,
vendor
rate
cards/contracts, office administration related
documents and specific documentation given
by authorised persons for filing
PC4. seek clarification, guidance and
confirmation from work supervisor at the
appropriate time, to ensure the work is
documented correctly and efficiently
PC5. store documents in a manner that
ensures information and the documents can
be retrieved from the filing system easily

13

5

8

13

5

8

13

5

8

PC6. retrieve and replace documents from
the files when required without disturbing
the proper order of the filing system

13

5

8

supplies

PC1. maintain list of contact details of staff,
service providers, suppliers and emergency
services
PC2. maintain staff birthday's, list of holidays
as well as important dates for the whole
organisation and share with staff
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MEP/N0221 Organise
for local transport
and
out-station
ticketing for staff in
co-ordination
with
travel vendor

MEP/N0222 Organise
for meeting rooms
and venues for office
meetings and events

PC7. maintain a record of all the files being
maintained and take inventory periodically to
ensure that all the files are accounted for

12

6

6

PC8. take measures to ensure that the
documents are safety stored and secured in a
risk-free environment

12

5

7

Total

100

40

60

100

10

4

6

10

4

6

PC3. receive travel mode options along with
detailed schedule and costing for each from
the travel agent or vendor
PC4. share the travel mode options, schedule
and costing with authorised personnel for
approval
PC5. make bookings in accordance with
organisational policies and procedures for
business travel
PC6. identify and arrange for travel
documents in accordance with itinerary and
individual requirements
PC7. confirm and check travel arrangements
and dispatch confirmation documents to the
traveller within designated timelines

10

4

6

10

4

6

10

4

6

10

4

6

10

4

6

PC8. negotiate and confirm alternative
arrangements in response to changed
requirements
PC9. record travel details and itinerary in
accordance with organisational requirements

10

4

6

10

4

6

PC10. tally invoiced items for payment
received from travel agent or vendor with
actual travel request records and approve for
payment

10

4

6

Total

100

40

60

100

8

3

5

8

3

5

8

3

5

8

3

5

PC1. confirm purpose and requirements of
local or outstation travel including planned
itinerary, budget, meeting requirements and
traveller preferences
PC2. prepare travel plan and schedule in the
format agreed on with the approved travel
agent or vendor and share the information

PC1. identify meeting related specifications
such as location, no. of participants expected,
budget available, seating arrangements,
facilities required from the authorised
personnel
PC2. identify venues available that match the
specifications
PC3. share venue options that meet
specifications with authorised person for
selection and approval
PC4. follow organisation protocol for
registering and engaging vendor for the
venue
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MEP/N0215
Coordinate
incoming
and outgoing mail

PC5. book venue in advance and send venue
conformation and details to invitees

8

3

5

PC6. provide instructions to vendor for
facilities required for the meeting such a ICT
equipment,
party
services,
seating
arrangement, etc.
PC7. contact various service providers like
pantry service, logistic service, IT service,
electrician for lights/AC, etc. about the
program schedule and let them know
requirements for meeting in advance
PC8. organise for stationery and documents
needed for the meeting in time as per
instructions received
PC9. inspect the meeting venue before the
start of the meeting to ensure at the
requirements as specified are available

8

3

5

8

3

5

8

3

5

8

3

5

PC10. ensure meeting venue is risk free and
equipped with necessary health and safety
resources like fire extinguishers, safety
signage, clean toilets, security arrangements,
etc.
PC11. confirm overall arrangements with
relevant personnel co-ordinating the meeting

6

2

4

6

3

3

PC12.
co-ordinate
between
meeting
personnel and supervise service providers to
ensure smooth delivery of all facilities as
required and organising of additional
requirements that arise
PC13. obtain feedback from the relevant
personnel co-ordinating the meeting after
the meeting is completed

8

4

4

8

4

4

Total

100

40

60

100

5

2

3

5

2

3

5

2

3

5

2

3

5

2

3

5

2

3

PC1.ensure receipt of incoming mail by
completing the necessary procedure of the
mail deliverer in line will organisational
guidelines
PC2.identify which department or personnel
the mail is for
PC3.record details of the incoming mail as
per organisational procedure in a register or
using a computer
PC4.segregate incoming mail or packages
based on which department or personnel it is
for and other details like weight, type if
package, etc.
PC5.identify and dispose of unwanted ‘junk’
mail after taking necessary approvals as per
organisational guidelines
PC6.organise for the distribution or handover
of the incoming mail or packages as per
organisational process
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MEP/N0216
Use
computers to store,
retrieve
and
communicate
information

PC7.check for confirmation of receipt as per
organisational guidelines via registers or
through computer systems
PC8.follow the correct procedures of
escalation when there are problems with
incoming mail
PC9.collect and sort outgoing mail or
packages as per urgency, local/outstation,
weight and type or packet, etc.
PC10.identify best options for dispatching
mail in line with organisational process

5

2

3

5

2

3

5

2

3

5

2

3

PC11.arrange for courier service to collect
outgoing mail or packages where requested

5

2

3

PC12.prepare items for urgent or special
delivery
PC13.calculate correct postage charges for
outgoing mail or packages

5

2

3

5

2

3

PC14.record details of the outgoing mail as
per organisational process in a register or
using a computer
PC15.ensure despatch outgoing mail or
packages on time
PC16.follow the correct procedures when
there are problems with outgoing mail

5

2

3

5

2

3

5

2

3

PC17.ensure that mail is protected from any
potentially harmful conditions

5

2

3

PC18.maintain the required levels of
confidentiality of people sending or receiving
mail items
PC19.identify and respond appropriately to
any handling problems with the mail

5

2

3

5

2

3

PC20.identify, report and take appropriate
action for any suspicious or dangerous mail
items in line with organisational guidelines

5

2

3

Total

100

40

60

100

4

2

2

PC2.operate the computer to access data and
information on it and through it as per
authorised privileges
PC3.identify
the
operating
system,
information
storage
system
and
applications/software used for data storage
and retrieval
PC4.navigate computer drives, directories,
folders and software applications to access
specified file locations
PC5.search for specified file types, files and
data within the files using “search” option

4

2

2

4

2

2

4

2

2

4

1

3

PC6.access specified data or information
using specified organisational application

4

1

3

PC1.setup main components of a computer
correctly and start it correctly, in a safe
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software
PC7.follow the organisational access control
and data security policies to access data and
information
PC8.input, edit and save specified data or
information in the form of letter, report or
table using word-processor application

4

1

3

4

2

2

PC9.perform basic designing, formatting,
referencing and reviewing activities in a
word-processer application as specified for
the presentation of information
PC10.input, edit and save specified data or
information using spreadsheet application

4

2

2

5

2

3

PC11.use basic formulas and data tools and
techniques for presenting the data as
specified using spreadsheet application
PC12.search for information using the
internet and save in the computer following
organisational guidelines and data security
norms
PC13.follow organisational policy for naming
stored files, maintaining backups and version
control
PC14.share information as per organisational
data security and confidentiality policy

4

1

3

5

2

3

5

2

3

5

2

3

PC15.share information using presentation
software as per specifications

5

2

3

PC16.share information from computers
using printed letters, reports or data sheets
as specified
PC17.communicate information using email
applications as per organisational access
control policy while following data security
norms
PC18.write emails following professional
email
etiquettes
and
organisational
guidelines
PC19.follow electrical safety precautions
while using computers which use electricity
to run
PC20.follow ergonomic guidelines specified
for working on computers

5

2

3

5

2

3

5

2

3

5

2

3

5

2

3

PC21.follow cyber security guidelines while
storing, retrieving or communicating
information online (through the internet)
PC22.seek assistance of IT helpdesk available
as per organisational policy in case of
computer related problems

5

2

3

5

2

3

100

40

60

Total
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MEP/N9903
Apply
health and safety
practices
at
the
workplace

PC1.identify, control and report health and
safety issues relating to immediate work
environment according to procedures

4

2

2

PC2.work safely and apply health and safety
practices in the training and assessment
environment including using appropriate
personal protective equipment (PPE) where
required
PC3.follow procedures and instructions for
dealing with hazards, within the scope of
responsibilities and competencies
PC4.document and report all hazards,
accidents and near-miss incidents as per set
process
PC5.document safety records according to
organisational policies

4

2

2

4

2

2

4

2

2

4

1

3

PC6.maintain the work area in a clean and
tidy condition
PC7.maintain personal hygiene

4

1

3

4

1

3

PC8.report hygiene related concerns
promptly to the relevant authority

4

2

2

PC9.demonstrate how to free a person from
electrocution
PC10.administer appropriate first aid to
victims wherever required e.g. in case of
bleeding, burns, choking, electric shock,
poisoning etc.
PC11.demonstrate basic techniques of
bandaging
PC12.respond promptly and appropriately to
an accident situation or medical emergency
in real or simulated environments

4

2

2

5

2

3

4

1

3

5

2

3

PC13.perform and organize loss minimization
or rescue activity during an accident in real or
simulated environments
PC14.administer first aid to victims in case of
a heart attack or cardiac arrest due to electric
shock, before the arrival of emergency
services in real or simulated cases
PC15.demonstrate the artificial respiration
and the CPR Process

5

2

3

5

2

3

5

2

3

PC16.participate in emergency procedures

5

2

3

PC17.complete a written accident/incident
report or dictate a report to another person,
and send report to person responsible

5

2

3

PC18.demonstrate correct method to move
injured people and others during an
emergency
PC19.use the various appropriate fire
extinguishers on different types of fires
correctly

5

2

3

5

2

3
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MEP/N9914
Communicate with
visitors
and
colleagues effectively

PC20.demonstrate rescue techniques applied
during fire hazard

5

2

3

PC21.demonstrate good housekeeping in
order to prevent fire hazards

5

2

3

PC22.demonstrate the correct use of a fire
extinguisher

5

2

3

Total

100

40

60

100

4

2

2

4

2

2

4

2

2

4

2

2

PC5.accurately receive information and
instructions
from
colleagues
getting
clarification where required
PC6.accurately pass on information to
authorized persons who require it and within
agreed timescale and confirm its receipt
PC7.give information to others clearly, at a
pace and in a manner that helps them to
understand
PC8.display helpful behaviour by assisting
others in performing tasks in a positive
manner, where required and possible

4

2

2

4

2

2

4

2

2

4

2

2

PC9.consult with and assist others to
maximize effectiveness and efficiency in
carrying out tasks
PC10.display appropriate communication
etiquette while working

4

2

2

4

2

2

PC11.display active listening skills while
interacting with others at work

4

2

2

PC12.use appropriate tone, pitch and
language to convey politeness, assertiveness,
care and professionalism
PC13.demonstrate
responsible
and
disciplined behaviours at the workplace

4

2

2

4

2

2

PC14.nteract with colleagues from different
functions clearly and effectively on all aspects
to carry out the work among the team and
understand the nature of their work
PC15.meet and greet visitors promptly,
treating them politely and making them feel
welcome

3

1

2

4

1

3

PC1.seek and obtain clarification about job
related
requirements,
performance
indicators and incentives from reporting
superior
PC2.record and report work output,
exceptions and any anticipated reasons for
delays to supervisor as per organisational
requirements
PC3.escalate grievances and problems to
appropriate authority as per procedure to
resolve them and avoid conflict
PC4.seek and receive feedback on
performance output and quality
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PC16.ask questions politely to the visitors in
order to identify them and their needs

4

1

3

PC17.provide clear and accurate information
visitors as per their requirement, while
following
organisation
policies
for
information access and confidentiality
PC18.communicate with the visitors in a
polite, professional and friendly manner

4

1

3

3

1

2

PC19.listen
actively
in
a
two-way
communication
PC20.be sensitive to the gender, cultural and
social differences such as modes of greeting,
formality, etc.
PC21.identify
customer
dissatisfaction,
reason for dissatisfaction and address to their
complaints effectively
PC22.ensure to maintain a proper body
language, dress code, gestures and etiquettes
towards the customers
PC23.allow the visitors to complete what
they have to say without interrupting them
while they talk
PC24.ensure to avoid negative questions and
statements to the customers

4

1

3

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

4

1

3

3

1

2

PC25.inform the customers on any issues or
problems before hand and also on the
developments involving them
PC26.ensure to respond back to the customer
immediately for their voice messages, emails, etc.
PC27.seek feedback from the visitor son their
experience

4

1

3

3

1

2

3

1

2

100

40

60

Total
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